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Licence Checking Made Easy
Reduce risk, time and administration with Jaama’s 

Licence2Check – an online service that instantly 

checks driver licence details with the DVLA. 

Ensure that your drivers have the appropriate 

licence categories to legally drive vehicles on 

company business and maintain accurate records 

of endorsement points with our secure, simple to use 

service. Licence2Check can be fully integrated with 

our award-winning Key2 Vehicle management system 

or it can be used as a standalone solution.

Automate Your Driver Licence Checking
The only way you can be absolutely certain that an employee is licenced to drive a specific  

category of vehicle is to carry out regular checks against the DVLA database – Licence2Check  

increases business efficiencies as it provides instant real time licence checking and actively  

performs re-checks with a frequency based upon your defined risk criteria.

Seamless licence checks against the DVLA database via Licence2Check returns details such as:

 � Licence status

 � Licence categories

 � Restrictions

 � Convictions

 � Offences

 � Endorsements

 � Points

 � Disqualifications

Licence Checks That Save You Time
 � Reduce the administrative burden of paper 

mandates, drivers can give consent electronically 

using eDeclaration

 � Pay per check charging makes it a cost effective 

solution 

 � Fleet Managers can have a holistic picture of driver 

risk and fleet management operations when used in 

conjunction with Key2

 � Complete audit trail helps towards road safety duty 

of care compliance 

 � Alerts you of any licence issues uncovered from the 

check 

 � Ensure your grey fleet drivers are fully licensed 

 � Store documents against drivers, such as medical 

records
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Secure and Reliable
Jaama is dedicated to information security and our driver licence checking service is fully 

compliant with security and data protection. 

 � Key2 software meets the most rigorous standards

 � ISO:27001 and ISO:9001 accredited 

 � Active members of the ADLV (Association for Driving Licence Verification)

 � Fully GDPR compliant 

Licence Portal
Looking for an easy-to-use standalone licence checking solution? 

Look no further, Jaama’s Licence Portal is a modern, robust online 

application that enables the checking of drivers’ licence information in 

real-time.

“Utilising licence checking services with Jaama has saved Pertemps 40 hours per week in 

administration time – so the actual cost saving is huge.

“The licence portal has been very well received in the branches we have rolled it out to and 

the feedback has been excellent the overall look and feel is very modern and user friendly. 

The dashboard is excellent as the traffic light system profiling mean you can instantly see 

when you log in if something requires your attention and needs to be done.”

“The huge benefit of the portal is the instantaneous checks. A driver can come into one of 

our branches and have their licenced checked there and then, which is great and we know 

instantly if they are legally permitted to drive.”

- Tim Stokes, Fleet IT Manager, Pertemps

Switching software supplier or procuring a new system has never been easier

For further information on why Jaama is the industry’s benchmark for quality and innovation and is recognised 

as the most advanced software supplier in the market, and to arrange a demonstration of our software, please 

contact us today.

 � The dashboard is the central hub of the Licence 

Portal, where you can easily view a number of 

informative statistics relating to the status of driver 

records. 

 � Upload tacho and CPC cards

 � Manage driver mandates and request consent – the 

Licence Portal utilises both paper-based mandates 

and electronic mandates.  

 � Submit licence checks 
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